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            artist: disko pigg  

                         release: kookie love 

                         label: discofake music 

                         catalog no.: dscfake003 

                         release date: november 24, 2007   

 

tracklist:  

1. disko pigg - kookie love 1 

2. disko pigg - kookie love 2 

3. disko pigg - kookie love 3 

4. disko pigg - kookie love (vancheck kkost kookie monster mix) 

 

"kookie love" is an epic tech-funk masterpiece coming from disko piggs bedroom. and again our 

strumica favorite friend achieves ultimate ass shaking and body breaking glory on this ep.  

first three original versions of kookie love are really deep and subtle from one side, just like his other 

production, but from the other makes u wanna move. innovative minimal disco with synthetic funky 

bass lines and gentle vocals... at the same time really dancefloor oriented with solid beat.  

the story is not finishing here. piggy gives us a surprise on dscfake003. he is coming up with a new 

harder alias on discofake called vanckeck kkost, doing a kookie monster remix. we have to say that 

he goes a step further with this remix, showing up his harder and breaky side. massive kick is driving 

around, but the heavy funk is still here. like luomo producing rave on acid! this track is destined to be 

a underground rave hit! 

bio: the project disko pigg started in 2005 by 25 years old artist from strumica - macedonia known as 

vancheck kkost (vane kostadinov). vane has been active as a producer for the past seven years, 

producing under various monikers mainly electronic music, including music for short experimental 

movies, theatre plays, radio & video commercials and jingles, dj mixes...disko pigg sound is truly 

inspired by deep house, disco, electro and funk music…��
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distribution through:  

juno digital  www.junodownload.com 

beatport  www.beatport.com 

track it down  www.trackitdown.net 

resonant vibes  www.resonantvibes.com 

higher frequency  www.hrfq.com 
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